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Prospective relations between Helicobacter pylori infection, coronary heart disease and stroke in middle-aged men

Sir,—In our nested case-control study of Helicobacter pylori infection and coronary heart disease,1 based on the British Regional Heart Study cohort, men with pre-existing coronary heart disease were unintentionally under-represented among the controls selected (4% v. 21% expected). This problem has been documented in the Lancet2 in relation to a parallel study of the relation between homocysteine and stroke.3 However, the results of the study of H pylori and its associations with coronary heart disease and stroke are not materially affected by this under-representation. This is emphasised by the results presented in the paper showing that the odds ratio associated with H pylori infection for coronary heart disease was very similar if men with pre-existing disease were completely excluded. Our conclusion therefore remains unchanged.
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Probable right ventricular dysplasia and patent foramen ovale presenting with cyanosis and clubbing in a patient with characteristics of Noonan syndrome

Sir,—In their recent editorial Brecker and Gibson suggest an alternative approach to assessing the effects of treatment in diastolic dysfunction, namely to identify changes in diastolic measurements occurring with treatment that are known to improve exercise tolerance or improve prognosis.1

Although exercise limitation is the obvious outcome for patients with clinically significant diastolic dysfunction and indeed any functional limitation is likely to be more evident on exercise, nearly all studies report on resting parameters of diastolic performance. Despite increasingly widespread use of stress echocardiographic data in the definition of myocardial ischaemia, systolic dysfunction, and exercise related valve dysfunction, the role of exercise based echocardiographic indices of cardiac relaxation have to date been largely ignored. The reason for this is unclear.

Studies conducted during exercise may increase our ability to define abnormal relaxation and both link this directly to impairment of exercise capacity and therefore the effects of candidate treatments. We have previously assessed the effects of brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) infusion on exercise haemodynamics in isolated diastolic dysfunction.2 We found that BNP significantly attenuated the exercise induced rise in pulmonary capillary wedge pressure in patients with diastolic dysfunction. In this study, we used invasive haemodynamic monitoring but it is our belief that exercise diastolic performance can be assessed non-invasively with Doppler echocardiography. To achieve this we are now undertaking non-invasive echocardiographic surrogates of exercise haemodynamics.


CORRECTIONS

Fluidcorticosterone in the treatment of hypertensive disorders in the elderly

RM Hussain, Sj McIntosh, J Lawson, R G Kenny (Heart 1996;76:507–9).

Under “Interventions” in the abstract the authors should have read: Fludrocortisone in daily doses of 100 μg (72%), 50 μg (27%), and 200 μg (one patient). And not as published.

Effects of increasing flow rate on aortic stenotic indices: evidence from percutaneous transvenous balloon dilatation of the mitral valve in patients with combined aortic and mitral stenosis


Dr Sheng-Fang Su’s name was misspelled in the article.

NOTICES

The 1997 Annual Conference of the British Cardiac Society will take place at G-MEX, Manchester from 20–22 May. For further information, please contact the British Cardiac Society, 9 Fitzroy Square, London W1P 8AH. Tel: (+44) 171 388 3887; fax: (+44) 171 388 0093; e-mail: bcs@rbh.nthames.nhs.uk or visit http://www.bcs.rbh.nthames.nhs.uk or the Internet.

Asian-Pacific Cardiovascular Update will be held from June 5–6 in Hong Kong. For further information, contact Professor JE Sanderson, Departments of Medicine, Prince of Wales Hospital, Chinese University of Hong Kong. (e-mail: jesanderson@cuhk.edu.hk).
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